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DISCUSSION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER CHARACTERISTICS NEAR THE W7ALL
OF AN AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR 1

By AETTiEMAGEE,JOEXJ. biAEOSEY,aud R.\Y E. BUDISOEit

SUMMARY

I’_7MIboundary4ayer re[ocify pro$[es in the tip region of an
tl~ial-~~w compressor downstream OJ the guide mne~ and
tlmPn8trcam~f the rotor were measured by u~e of totaLpre8sure
and claw-type yaw probes. These velocities were re80[red
itdo tuv componetd8: one along the streamline of the jlvw
outde the boundary layer, and the other pmpendicu)ar to it.
l% afinity among all pro$le8 was thu8 demonstratedwith the
boundary-hyer thichmes8and the de$edion of the boundary
layer at the uxdl a8 the gemera[izingparamekr8. By use of
these re8u[taand the memo-ttum-integra[equation8, boundary-
layer charactetitic~ on the UV118of an anal-$o w .compremor
werequalitatire[yecaluated.

The important parameters concerning the secondary jlow
in the boundary layer are shoun to be the turning of theJOw
utd the product of th~ mrrature of the dreandine outside the
boundarylayer and theboundary-k yw thicknem.

Finite tip clearance is 8hown to aJect the 8econday flow
primarily at high weightjfouwand high 8peed8.

The losses near the tip of the.rotor bhdea and near the hub
({f the ~tator blades are traced to the predominantly tangential
dhvction of k J?OWin the boundary [ayer. It is demonstrated
that at [arge turning8 the$ow doe8not nece8aari[gpart with the
x)(rfacewhena ~epamtedaxial-relocityprofile b pre8ent.

l%% preliminary con8ideration8 8how that many of the
phenomena ob~erredin mial-$ow compreswr8 (such a8 reia-
ti~d~ large lowe8 in the rotor stages near the casing tipr in
,+pite of actual energy addition to the boundary layer] are
ti~plainable when threedirnawional boundary4ayer jtow on
fhew[[8 of thecompre$eorit?considered.

INTRODUCTION

A large percentage of the losses through an axhd-flow
twmpressm are concentrated in the regions irmnediately
udjacent to the -dls of the annulus (refermces I to 3).
The origg of these losses has been traced by various in-
wstigator9 to:

[ai Skin-friction losses on the walls
(b) Secondary tiows resulting in ~orticity b~~ shed from

tlw Mades
(c] Radial displacement of the boundary layer over the

Made surfaces
(d) Tip<learance effects
It has abio been noted that the decrease of axhd velocity

next to the anmdus walls, which ticmrnpanies these losses,

forces the stators and rotors to operate at angles of attack
higher than design values; low lift-dnig ratios thus result.

These effects, when considered separately, are lmown to
increase the lo~s in axial compressors; however, the
rehitive magnitude and significance of each effect has not
been precisely determined. Some attempts to separate the
various losses were made (see reference 4) and a system which
accounted for these losses in an arbitrary manner wss
established (reference 1). It was next nemssary XOexamine
the process through which these losses take place sinmltane- “—
oudy, so that steps could be taken toward their reduction. _
Skin-friction losses faded to account for the variation in the
magnitude of the losses from sta=w to stage, when the
boundary Iayer on the wails was treated similarly to an
entrance section of a pipe, although the over-all boundary-
Iayer growth was approximately equivalent (reference 3). ‘“
Similarly, ih became apparent that the tip-clearance effects
aIone cmdd not be the chief mechanism for these losses
since the Iosses persisted even for compressors with very
smal~ tip clearances. The huge loss areas were then t~ought
to be primariIy due to secondary flows and the centrifugation
of the boundary layer.

A quantitative investigation of secondary flow was first
attempted, hwgely because of the existence of amdytical
methods based on the image system of vortices (for emraple,
reference 5). Although the methods gave fairly good
qualitative answers, certain effects predicted in relation to .
flow direction behind cascades were exactly opposite from
those actwdly measurwl. The explanation of this phenom-
enon is usuaI1y given in terms of Iarge induced ~elocities (for
example, reference 6], which could act uaHy be observed, but
since the method of reference 6 required a priori the existence
of rolled-up trailing vortices (so that the induced velocities
could be created), some doubt about its validity remained.
In addition, since the maggtude of the centrifugal effects on
the boumlary layer over the blades was @mown, and sihc”e
these effects theoretically must exist, further question on the
ralidity of the secondary flow approach arose.

It- became apparent, however, that, at least in compressors ““
designed for Little or no raditd flow, the effects of cent.rifuga-
tion must be d. Tbe radhd deflection of the boundary
layer in the absence of radial flow outside the boundary layer
was shown (reference 7) to depend on the ratio of the com-
ponent of the rotation~l velocity perpendicuhw to the bhde -
surface to the local velocity along the streamhe and outside
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Lhe boundary layer. Accordingly, the effects can bo ex-
pectwl to be of the same order of m8=mitude on the pressure
surface as on the suction surface of the Made. Oil and dirt
patterns on the casing of axial-flow compressors have been
used to indicate the direction of the boundary-layer flow.
In alI compressors investigated, these patterns have showu
strong deflections on the suction surface and practically no
Mlcction on the pressure surface. For the most part,
therefore, the observed boundary-layer deflect.ions must be
due to forcos other than the centrifugal forces on the blade.
Apprcc.iab]e centrifugal force may exist in some cases, but
the process through. which the observed boundary-Iayer
deflections take place must depend principally on effects
other than ccntrifugation of the boundary layer, Similar
conclusions were reached by Carter (reference 6) on the basis
of expcrim cmts and by Fogart y” (reference 8) on the{basis of
actual computations of laminar boundary-layer flow over a
rotating, slender, infinite Made.

Recently, it was shown by Squire and Winter (reference 9)
and Hawthorne (refercnco 10) that, in the case of thick
boundary layers with turning, a redistribution of vorticity
takes place, such that the ratio of the component, of vorticity
in the direction of flow to. the initiaI vorticity is directly
proportional to the turning. A mechanism for secondary
flows was thereby prcwided that was indepcmient of the
existence 01 rolled-up trailing vortices. The indication was
t.hcn that the Iosses may occur hcause of smcmdary flows,
which in turn occur because of the rcdigtribu tion of vorticity
due to turning.

A logical step was next to investigate LIuwedimensional
boundary-Iayer characteristics on the walk of the corhpressor.
This study was faciIit atexl by the flow cqu~t.ions presented
in reference 7. In order to apply these equations the
ve]ocit,y profiles in the Loundmy layer must be known.
Vclocitv profiles near tlhc tip of a single-stage axial-flow.
compressor were measured at tlm NACA Lewis laboratory
by use of total-pressure. and yaw probes. The results of this
investigation, together with an int erprctation of boundary-
layer characteristics on axial compressor walls, carried out
in 1950–51 are reported herein.

Because of the great complexity of the probIem and
mechanical difllculties, the information obtained herein is
not detaiIed enough to permit even an approximate com-
putation of boundary-layer characteristics on the. walls of
tho whole comprmsor. Furthermore, since the results arc
preliminary and of a piloting nature only, certain simplifica-
tions had to be made, both in the analysis.of boundary-Iayer
flow and in the intwpretation of the data. The foIIowiug
assumptions were tkrcfore made: The flow was considered
incornpressiblc, with a zero velocity gradient norrmd to th
surface at the outer extremities of the boundary layer; the
pressure probes were assumed to read the correct mean
values, not onIy of turbulent fluctuations but also of the
variation due to Made rotation; and the concept of boundary-
Iayer thickness was i.nterprcted as the region whero frictional
cflccts wore noticeable. Such regions may be quib thick
and reach well into thu pass~~e.

The information obtained is still largely qualitative;
although some quantitative results appear to be of the righL

order of magnitude. The main purpose of Lhis report is,
however, to show that many of the hitherto une.xplaincd
phenomena appear to fall into a IogicaI and we]l-defmml
pattern when the proliem is examined with regard to Lhrcc-
dimensional boundary-layer flow on’ the \ralls. TIIus,
&dt.bough the picture of flow obLtiined by this antdysis is not
accurate in aIl details (such a picture is still somewhat
dficult to grasp), the mode] seems to be good enough to
warrant a considerably more extensive study. In addition,
the investigation discloses certain design parameters, the
importance of which has previously been ovcrIoolied.

APPARATUS

EipmirnenLal data for this report were obt.uinod from
boundary-layer investigations on a 30-inch-tip-diameter
axial-flow compre=or stage, which consiehxl of 40 circular-
arc constant-Lh,ickness guide vruws and 29 conshmt-chord
NACA 6.5-(12)10 rotor blades (reference 11). TIM guide
vanes ~pmt.od a wheel-type rotation, and the rotor imposed
a. vortex-type rotation on the air. A cross-aectiomd vww of
the compressor and inlet Wmouth is shown in ilgum 1,
which “also shows the location of the measuring instruments.
For part of the investigation, a %-inch spoiler consisting of a
circular ring (fig. 1) was instaIIcd X inch upstream of tlio
loading edge of Lhc inlet guiclc vanes. Tim stationary
clearance between tlw rotor-blade tips and the compressor
casing was 0.030 inch.

.
INSTRUMENTATION

Compressor speed, weight flow, and itdct condiLicms were
measured as described in reference 11. Boundary-layer con-
ditions near. the Lip were investigated at ono circumferential
position and ~~ially at staLions 1, II, ancl 111 (fig, 1).

Station.I was located approximately %rotor-chord length
upstream of the leading edge of the rotor-blado tips. , ‘l’he
one c.i.tcumfcreuti~ position at this station was chosen La
deviate Ieast from the mean flow values over three passages.

Air
flow +

--%J
--instrument
cinwmfersntti

; position

I

FIGUrIEL-Crm+?ctIonal view of ompreswr showing instrument kstlorm
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w Total-pmssue snney ~be.
(b) CkaW<YYII?yaw tube.
Ic1 Wedse-type statIc$mmRe SmTey probr.
(d) Tb.ermocoupIe rake.

FIGHIE z—hstmmem,

In order to obtain this mesn, total-pressure and angIe read-
ings outside the boundag layer were a-reraged arithmet.icaIIy.
TotaI pressures were obtained y-ith a sumey probe of the
type shown in figure 2 (?3). A cdaw-type yaw tube (fig. 2 (b))
was used for flow-angle measurements and a wedge-type
static probe (fig. 2 (c)) completed the instrumentation at
this station.

The survey instr~ents at station II (approximately %
chord lensgth downstream of the rotor) were similar to those
at station 1, except for the ~ddition of five thermocouple
rakes (fig. 2 (d)]. A temperature gradient across the free-
stream passage -was determined from the rake readings and
extrapolatmi to the. casing in order to determine velocities
in the boundary layer at the tip.

At. station 111 (1M chord lengths domstream of the rotor
blades), the instrumentation was similar. to that used at
station H.

M instruments were calibrated in a stead}--flow tunnel
as described in reference 11. On the basis of this ca-libra-
t ion, the accuracy of measurements is estimated as foIIows:
static pressure, +2.0 percent of dynamic head; tots] pres-
sure, +1.0 percent of dynamic head;. and air angle, + 10.

——

Attention is called to the fact that estimates of accuracy
based on the calibration in a steady-flow tunnel are not
strictly applicable to the present inwatigation and are in-
cluded only as an indication of the qmdity of the instruments.
It may be mentioned, however, that the readings obtained
were easily reproducible and it was presumed that, because
of the smrdI size of the instruments as compared with the
pitch of the blading and the diameter of the compressor,
the readingg were not appreciably affected by circumferential
gradients or the curvature of the WSU.

OPERATIONAL AND ANALYTICALPROCEDURE

Boundary-Iayer investigations near the tip were conducted
at the design rotor speed of 840 feet, per second over a range
of weight flows from the upper IhniL (reference 11) to a
flow at which staII occurred across most of tie blade from _”_
the tip to the mean radhw

hit id tests were made with no spoiIer, and the entire
procedure was repeated with the ,%-hwh spoiler instaIIed.
Additional surveys were made at 60 percent of design speed.
In this report, however, the presentation of data is limited
to the velocity profiIes corresponding to the foLlowing three
weight flows ordy: t& weight flow at wlich the masirnum
eflkiency (of the whole compressor) occurs, and the Liigh=t
and lowest weight flow-a for any speed. The exact values of
the important parameters and the symbols designating each
s~ey are show-n in table I.

The extent of the boundary layer has been determined by “.
plotting the measured angle and velocity against the radiaI
position. Outside the bounda~ layer, th~ variation was
smaU and almost Linear. ATear the tip, however, pronounced
changes could be observed, usually with eepecirdly clear
debarkation in the character of the changes in directional ~
readings. Consequent.ly, in order to estabhsh the boundary-
layer thickness & the flow angIe was plotted aga”wt the
radiaI distance from the casing y; the boundary-layer thiclc~ -
ness vms determined from this ploL (&. 3) at the vrdue of I/
where the elope of the ffow-tmgle curve starts increasi~~ at”—
a different rate.

1! 1 1.
7W

,

60
Velocity- -. /

t I I Y - u! i I
7U0

Dhfmce fm casing, in.

FIGIJPJ 3.—Determhat6m cilmmdsrykyer thfckmes8.

—
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The value, of the measured angle at the position closcst to
the casing was considered always indicative of boundary-
layer deflections there, although the. velocities at this posi-
tion wbre usually not zero. The readings of the vtilocity at
tho casing were disregarded and all curves were drawn as
culminating at the zero value.

VELOCITY PROFILES IN TIP REGION OF COMPRESSOR

General explanation of ooordimte system and parameters
employed,—The monwutum-integral equations developcci
in rc.f(mmce 7 (see also appendix A, equations, (Al) and (A2))
arc applicable to three-dimensional bounclmy-layer ffow over
rotating or stationary surkcee. .OIMof the main assumptions
in the derivation of these equations was that in the boundary
layer the velocity component iu the direction perpendicular
to the WMIIis of the order of magnitude of 8 and may tlms be
neglected when compared with terms of order of rnabgnitude
of Ollc. A direct result of this assumption is that the chu.nge
in preesure through the boundary layer is small (of the
mler of magnitude of 6) and -m also be neglcctcd. In order
to check this assumption, static-pressure measurements
\vere taken at all thrc.e stations. Since the greatest variation
ohservwl (at station II and low weight flows) amounted to
3 percent of the value measured at the wall, neglecting the
pressure change through the boundary layer appears to Lw
valid. Consequently, if the flow conditions outside the
boundary layer are known and if the shape of the velocity
distribution in the direction perpendicular to the wail
(through the boundary layer) is described approximately as
some function of y/& these equations may be integrated to
give a measure of the momentum lost in the boundary layer
and of the flow direction near the wall.

Inasmuch as one aim of this investigation was to provide
a basis for the prescription of the boundary-layer vdocity
distribution so that it. could be used in the momentum-
intcgral equations, the mcasurccl velocity profiles reported
herein are rcsolvcd into components according to the theory
of refercnco 7. This thwry is developed for a set of orthog-
omd mndinear coordinates x, y, 2 with the restriction that
y be perpendicular to the wall over which the flow takes
place and z be in the direction of the streamline outside the
boumlmy layer, The. corresponding velocities (ahvays
relative Lo the wall} are u, u, w.

For the particular case of the bounchwy-layer flow over the
ctising (see fig. 4)4 the z-axis is therefore laid OULalong the
strt!andim-+ of the abaoluk flow and the positive. direction of
the y-axis is toward the hub. The positive direction of the
z-axis must bc chosen so as to keep [he system right-handed.
Siuce the system does not rotate, all component of u are
zero.

It should be Doted that in a right-handed system the
wlgles in tlhe z.r-plane. are positive from z to z.

If the boundary-Iayer flow in the hub region of a com-
prcaam were considered and the hub \rerc forming one con-
tinuous surface rotating with the Mades, the system would

COMMITTEEFOR “AERONAUTICS

/
Axial

- \\
?_angenttit

x

FIGUIiE4,-Cmrdbate system used in OMIYSLSof twundarg-layer vebclty profllc%

have to Lw applie(l in a slightly diffurcnt nmnncr. ‘Nw
x-ax-is would have to bc mutchcd to the relative streamline
and the positive direction of tlw y-axis would then be toward
the tip, Bccausc this system would be mttit.ing (with posi-
tive rotatim determined by tho right. -hund rule), the com-
ponents of w would generally be difftmmt from zero.

By use of thsc coordinates, threforc, the velocity pmfks
at various measuring stations wiI1 bc described by G aud q,
functions of y/8 only (sU sym~ols are dcflnwl in tippendix B):

where 6= tau a, mcl a is ‘the boundary-layer clcflcct-ion nnglc
measurecl from the direction of thu resultant. skin-friction
stress to the direction of flow outuidc the lmnndtiry layer.
This angle was assumed to be correctly represented hy the
difTercmce in value of the flow angle as measured aL tho pmi-
tion C1OSCALo the casing anti at y= &

It is thus seen th~~t the additional degree of freedom vxist.ing
in tlnw.+dimensional boundary layers over the two dinlcn-
sional is gcneraIizcd by the usc of a new pnr~mctm, Iwundnry -
layer deflection at tho wall. I%ysically, this pmameh~r is
connected with the magg~itude and sign of the &locity w rmd
is thus a direct mmsure of t.l]c secondary flow in lmnmlary
layers. Furthmnore, since t.ho velocity v (in thu direction
po.rpe.ndicular to the wall) is neglcctcd, tho parameter e also
represents the limit, at the wall, of the ratio of vorticity in the
direction of the streamline to thaL prrpmdicu]ar to the
streamline. (See appendix A.) It can thus bc used as a
basis for compmison with somewhat clilhmmt considcmtions
of the same flow by Hnwlhorne (reference 10) and Squiro and
Winter (reference 9).
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y/d

(b’I Functfon (3.

FUXEI 5.-VefocIIy proeles domsnwm of guide mnes. (tke tible I for explemtion of
hta prdnts.)

In the actutd solution for these ptqameters, additional
quantities describing the shape of G and g are commnient to
use. These quantities H, K, J, anji L are so related to G
and g that they permit expression of all significant momentum
and displacement thicknesses in terms of one, the momentum
thickness in the direction of the streadine. The numerical
values of these quantities may be obtained by integration
of proper products of (1-G), G, and g (reference 7). The
physical significance of these quantities is given by:

Velocity profiles downstream, of guide vanes.—The veloc-
ity profiles dovmstream of we guide vanes are plotted non-
d“hnensionally against y/6 in ‘figure 5 (a). It can be seen @
this figure that, regard- of the weight fiowj the boundary-
layer thickness, the value of c, or the speed of rotation, all
the experimental points fall fairly vd on a single set of
curves. More detailed plots of the functions G and g shown
in figures 5 (b] and 5 (c) Micate that Q= (y/t) ~lmand

i-yp

(cl Function U.

FIGCRE5.-Cmclnded. Velocity w06ks downstream of Me vanes. (See tabk 1 for
Yesplsnation of datn points.

.

g= (l—y/h)” with n-9 and m =2. The larger scatter” of
points in figure 5 (c) at SDMIIvalues of (1–v/ti) is undoubtctiy
due to the fact that for a fixed error in a yam tube reading,
the. accuracy with which g can be determined decreases as
y+ since the direction of the flow in the boundary layer
approaches that in the free stream.

.

.
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(b) Velocity +$+ nOsPOl~r.

(o) }Felocfty& +inch spofler.

(d) Velocfty ~ j +inch sPok.

(o) Vdocltlm ~ End ~ \ no spoiler; 66 percent of design Sped.

FmmiE 6.—Velodty prollles downstream of rota (station II). (Sea table I for explanation
of Ma po!rk%)

For n= 9 and m =2, the integrations necessary for the
detern@atioa of R, K, J, and& may be performed antdyti-
cally (reference 7) to yield

,, H= 1.22

*- A.... ,..
. . J= O.55fl

,. ——.=
K=3.35

:.
. L=l.521.<

It is thus seen Mat for the cases investigated the profilcs
downstreti of the guide vanes on the wall of tin axial-flow
compressor are very similar to those obt.tiined in an ordinary
curved duct (as shown in referenco 9) and arc practimlly
uni&@ed by tlu+ rotaticm of the rotar blades.

Velocity profiles downstream of rotor, -—The discussion
and interprcttit,ion of the measurements downstream of the
rotor Mades are somewhat more complim ted tkm in t.hc
guide vanes. This complication arises because the velocity
in the. boundary layer is considered rclative to tic casing,
which is fixed, whiIe the rotor blades exercise their effect on
t~c ffoy @rougti rotation. In order to avoid the diflicultiw
connec@I with an unsteady flow, which could only h prop-
erly me~”iired by means of instruments Lqving an inst.un-
tancou~ response, a concept of a mean-force flow is introduced
into tl+ ~iscu~ion. This imaginary flow is thd correspond-
ing to a“system of infinitely thin blades with zero pitch and
whose mean lines are such ,tis to represent the action of the
rotor aud thus to ailcct tho magnitude and direction of the
“mw!n qb~olpte. velocitiw “outside tho boundary layer. No
instant~neou? variations corresponding to individual blade
movement exist in ,this concept. As a result of friction on
the wal).z,”this mm.n-force flow can bc thought of m forming
a boundqi-y layer which is analogous to that formed in guide
vanes qr”.any curved ptissage. However, the velocity pro-
files of this boundary layer maybe affected by both the varia-
tions in the mean-force flow along the stmamlino outside the
boundary layer and tho disturbances caused by the actual
presence ~f_the rotating blades. These velocity profiles arc
assumed to be given correctly by fixed pressure prolws
downstream of the rotor.

The Weasured velocity profiles immediat.cly downstream
of the rotor (station 11) are. shown in figures o (a) to 6 (c).
A study of these figures reveals that tilthough [ho u-velocity
profiles appmr to be quite simihtr (except at small vtduos of
y/~), the *velocity profiles show definite chtingca in forn~,
These changes in form appear to be cunccntiatad at low
vahms” of V18 for the runs with the spoiler (fig. 6 (d)) but
exteud over the whole bowdwy layer for the runs without
the spoiler (fig. 6 (b)). Moreover, when h speed is de-
creased to 60 percent of design value (fig. 6 (e)), the differ-
ences between the profiles practically disappenr.

The velocity profiles were assnmcd to bc affcctod both by
the changes in the mean-force flow and by the disturbances
due to the presence of rotating ldadcs; tho problem of separat-
ing the effects therefore arises in an analysis of the moasurcd
profiles.
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such separation of the effects is obtained at the reduced
sp.wxk, when the disturbances tend to die out more rapidly
hccause of low velocities. Thus the prckiles obtained at.
Ml percent design =~eed may be considered as more nearly
rmrespcmding to those of the mean-force flow without addl-
tiomd effects due to the actual presence of the bl~des. Plots
of these profiIes on logarithmic coordinates (t@. 7 (a] snd
7 (b)) show that, as in guide ~amnes,the function G is fairly
c[os+ represented by ~/6] “8, and the function g varies as
(l-y/6]= for n= 19 and m-2. The significant increase in
the value of n as compared with data obttiined downstream
of the guide vanes indicates thtit the action of the mean-
force flow is such as to add energy to the boundary layer in
its passage through the rotor. This phenomenon is similar
to the changes occurring in a two-dimensional boundary-
ltiyer profile when the flow outside the boundary layer is
accelerating. It shouId be realiied, then, tld the mean-
force profile is considered to ac~ount for the possible -raria-
tion in rotor-blade prdle and its effect. on the energy addition
hy adjustment of the value of n. In other words, the value
of n measured in this compressor may be quite dtierent from
that measured iu another compressor.

Awording to the preceding discussion, all deviations from
G= (y/b) ‘1’ and g= (l-y/ii)rn are considered to be caused by
the disturbances originating fmm the actmd physical pres-
twce of the rotating Mades. Plots of G and g (figs. 7 (c)
wld 7 (d)) for the runs with the spoiler (when the initial
boundary-la-yer thickness is large) indicate that, regardless
of the weight flow, tfi de-i-iation appears to be concentrated
roughly tithin the Mf of the boutuiary layer immediately
ndjaceut to the casing. SimiIar plots (figs. 7 (e) to 7 (h))
for runs without the spoiler (-when the initial boundary-
layer thickness is small) show that, although the effect for
corresponding w-eight flows is a-irnhr, it. appears to extend
(especially in the case of g) o~er the whole boundary Iayer.
Since the presence of the spoiler indicates a smaller mdue
of the mtio of tip clearance to initial boundaryJayer thick-
ness than for the runs without the spoiler and since -when this
ratio is smaller the deviations from the mean-force profile
uppear to be concentrated closer to the casing, the difference
!wtwee.n the runs with and without the spoiler points to the
tip clearance as the origin of the disturbances. This con-
clusion is not surprising, since a leakage flow from the pres-
sure surface to the suction surface of the blade must take
place tmd also since the. tip surface. of the blade drags viith
it some fluid, tending to reduce the relative velocity to zero.

If the mean-force ~elocity profile is assumed to be repre-
sented correctly by G= (y/~) ux and g= (1-y/6)=, the relati}-e
component of the tip-clearance flow &ay be obtained at any
gi~-en values of y/fi and c by use of the ve~ocity diagram.
‘1’hiscomponent is shown in figure 8 (a) for the case of high
weight flow. The (~bsdute) values of u and w in this
diagram were obtained by setting 72=19 and m=2 at
y/5= 0.10, and using the measured wdues of q U, aqd 13for ~is
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run. The differences bet~een the calculated and metiwmed
wdues of u and w are represented by Au and Aw, respectitiely.
The vectorial sum of u and w then represents the assumed
mean-force flow in the boundary layer, -whiIe the veetorial
sums U+AU and w+ Aw represent the actua~ flow in the
boundary layer. In order to obtain these velocities in the
relative sense, the tip speed is subtracted (rectorially) from
the velocity L’.. This subtraction gives the relative direction
of U,. A similar subtraction is next made from the mean- _
force flow in the boundary layer. The resulting wcto~ is
readred into two components: along the direction of relatme
Lr and perpendicular to it. These components are denoted
by the subscript r and represent the relative values of u
and w. Finally, the tip speed is subtracted from the abso-
lute actual flow in the boundary layer. If a vector is now
drawn from the relative mean-force flow to the rdatire actual
flow, khe ma.titude and direction of the so postulated
tip-clearance flow is obtained.

A simiIar breakdom at low weight floxs Klwn c is increasd
(as follows from the actual measurements and the equations of
reference 7) indicates that the tip-clearance flow has increa5d____
in ma=titude omr that at high weight flow (6g. 8 (b}). The_
direction of the tip-clearance flow at Iow weight flow is also
more nearly perpendicular to the blade chord than at high
weight flow. lt is thus indicated that the change. in mag-

.
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ni$ude and direction of the tip-clearance flow occurs bec.ausc
of pressure difference between the two sides of the blade.
This difference is larger at low weigflt flow because of higher
angle of attack.

The changes in shapes of functions Q and g are thus seen
to follow a logical behavior tith weight-flow variations and
the origin of those changes may be traced to tip-clearance
flow. I?or compressor rotor blades in general, flows due to a
finite tip cIearance tlumefore have an adverse effect on the
mem-force-flow boundary-layer prolile; they cause a, decrease
of the ~vclocit y component and an increase of the uweloci~y
component. The decrease h the u-velocity component is
more pronounced at the low weight flows, -while the increase
in the *velocity component is more appment at tlh&high
weight flows.

In view of the prcccding discussion, the profile-form
pa.ra.meters II, J, K, and L might be expected to change
ivi th speed, weight flow, and the ratio of boundary-layer
thiclmem to tip clearance. A plot showing the values of
them parameters (fig. 9) shows that, aIthough H remains
almost constant, J, K, and L show large variations with
weight flow. The trend of the changes in J, K, and L with
weight flow is similar for the runs with or without the spoiIer.
At 60 pmcon~ of design speed, the values of these parameters
may be expected to change considerably less than at the
design speed, as the plotted values show.

In order to obtain a further check on tl]c vaIidity of t.hc
conclusions concerning the changes in shapes (due to the tip
clearance) of the functions G and g, an additional set of
measurements was obLained a Lstation HI, Ii chord lengths
downstream of the rotor.’ If t,ho changes from i?= (y/6)11”
and g= (1 —y/&)rnwere caused primarily by the tip-clearance
flow, the effect of these disturhmces should diminish dovm-
suwam of the rotor and the profiles shouId be characterized
by Q= (y/d)’Jmand g= (1–y/~)~. This effect is shown to be
true regardless of weight flow or inlet boundary-layer condi-
tion (@s, 10 (a) and 10 (b)). Figures 10 (a) and 10 (b)
indicate that a plausible value of n at station ,111 is approx-
imately 19 and thtit the vahe of m varies between 1.03 and
2.14, with most points falling on the m=1.7 curve.

It is thus seen that the characteristics of the flow at sta-
tion III appear to confirm the previously made observations of
the origin of the changes in boundary-layer profiles in presage
tb.rough the rotor.

GENERAL REMARKS ON BOUNDARY-LAYER
C13ARACTER1ST1CSIN AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

The previously discussed velocity distributions have indi-
cated the magnitudo and changes of functions G and g
describing the boundary-layer profile. This information
may now be utilized to obtain a mwy general idea. about the
boundary-layer characteristics in axial-flow compressors.
Although the information obtained is not detailed enough to
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allow-an accurate computation of ?.)oundmy-layer growth, it.
should permit a somewhat moro signifixmt evaluation of
important pmameters and trends than hitherto obtained.
‘ FIow near tip in region of guide vanesi—Bccausc Lhc
velocity. profdcs measured downstream of the guide ~anrs
are similar to those obtained in an ordinary curved duct, t.lm
boundary-layer equations of reference 7 should be diroc[.ly

.-..
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applicable when the magnitude and direction of the absolute
velocity outside the boundary layer are know-n. The pro-
cedure would be tkt to compute ~ (the deflection at the wall)
and then in turn to use these values of Eto obtain e=,fl=l?l’4,
the generalized boundary-layer moment urn thickness. In
the computation for e, however, an empirical constant is
necessary which could not be evaluated from the measure-

Exit am
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co
(a) Bomdary-Lasw &titIon angie at wall for mnstsnt turnfng.

FWCM 11.-Approxfm.ate sdutbn for bokdary-mer deEiectlom C?m #= ZIC:!S.-0.

ments obtained; therefore, only speculation as to the actuaI
growth of e wiU be attempted.

In order to obtain a general idea of the important trends, ““—
tmo approximate computations of ~ are carried out by use of
simplifying assumptions. Fret, the cunature and velocity
along the streamline outside the boundmy layer are awuned
constant (case ~, appendi. ~). These assumptions are -rery
similar to those of references 9 and 10.

( -) .“ ‘“”k addition, H and 1+&j are assumed to be approx-

imately 1.0 in order to facilitate the integration. For these”
conditions it is shown in appenck ~ that. the equation for ~
reduces to:

.51
(

es/x
e=liL7’—=——

2.8 Oa/x+O.01569
+1)/9

Hr

The Squire and Tllnter (reference 9) and Hawthorne
(reference 10) solution in terms of the initial ~orticity is
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Although the two expressions are not exactly comparable,
it is appment. thut, in germral, thu effect of viscosity (vihich
was neglected in rcf wwnces 9 and 10) as given by the approxi-
matti solution of tho turbulent-boundmy-layer equations is to
chtinge ordy the constant in the d~pendencu of vorticity on
turning.

A somewhat more significant approximate solution can be
obtained with slight] y diffmmt initial assumptions. If the
velocity along the streaniline is permittwi to vary so as to
satisfy the equation of continuity ~,= ~ cos /3, and if c am-l

. .,. .... ,

.s t Ill

Ce
(b) Boundary-layer deilectfon tie at wall for mn9tant turn!ng. (Detail for ce>-O.01.)

0 are assumed to have somo mean constw~L values ([ho flow
is along a cticular arc), the cquatiou9 roduco to tlw following
form for 11= 1.0 (SCOcaso B, appendix A):

+2?k2i)~ ‘“‘=–2.764 0.0171

The solution of this equation in krms of a is shown in
figures 11 (a] and 11 (b) and the muximum values of a for
any given turning aro shown in figure 11 (c).

IL Aould be noted tlmt. c as given ~y equation (1) repre-
sents an odd function, which means that ti chango in sign of
c and P corresponds to a change in sign of ~, physically, this

(o) Marfmum boundary-layer deflwtion at wall for consta~t c0.

. ..

4

FIGURE11.—ConcIuded. Approximatemlutlon for boundary-lqmr deflection. L’w P- KJi 8.-0.
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means that the boundarT-layer deflection at the wall w-Wbe
always such as to increase the curvature of the particle path
in the boundary layer over that in the free stream.” Because
of the approximations made in reference i in obtaining the
solution of the boundary-layer equations, it is doubtful
whether the results given in figure 11 apply for values” of CY
larger than approximately 45°.

For the guide vanis used in this investigation, the meas-
ured turning was approximately 27°. The straightJine
distance (chordwise) in which this turning was accomplished
is estimated at 4.3 inches. The expression for curvature of a
circular arc in terms of p and chord when &=O is

Ilhm the previously given values are substituted into this
qnwssion, c= —0.10S inch-~. For a rough approximation
of the mean value of e, one-third the measured value at the
high-weight-flow condition can be taken. For the run vrith-
dut the spoiler, then, cO= —0.0029; and viith the spoiler,
(w= —0.0099. For these values of ce and turning, the
houmlary-layer deflections are 7.5° and 22.2°, respect;vely
fsee & 11 (b)). The measured -m.lues may be obtained from
table I; they are 6.S0 and 16°, respectively. Although the
results obtained from the approximate solution do not agree
accurately with the m+sured values, they are of the right
order of magnitude.

It mm thus bestatd on the basis of figures 11 (a) and 11 (b)
thut bouqdary-layer deflection on the bounding walls in
guide -ranes (and any other similar con@ration, for example,
tw-o-dimensional, stationary cascadesj is primarily dependent
m two parameters: toe actual turn@& and the product. of
the generalized boundary-layer thickness 0 and the curvature
of th~ streandinc outside the boundary layer c.

For the range of CEIin which guide vanes and cascades
usually operate, the dependence of a once is practically hnear
tind the turning acts to determine the slope of the curves.

For CEIvalues larger than those usualiy encountered in
guide vanes or cascadm, a certain ~alue of ce exists at which
the boundary-layer deflection is masimum (see @. 11 (c]);
b~yond that value of Ce, the boundary-layer deflection de-
rreases with further intrease in Ce (see fig. 11 (a)). This
(Iecrease is more pronounced for small values of turning.

\~lth respect to guide-vane design and cascade testing,
these figures indicate that an increase in aspect ratio by
(lecrease of chord alone, because of the increased curvature,
may actually result in increased. secondary flows in the
boundary layer. The increase in curvature must, of course,
be hinge enough to offset a possible reduction in boundary-
luyer thickness due to a reduced length.

Experimental evidence of this phenomenon may be found
in figure 12, -which is reproduced from reference 12. In this
figure the ordinate represents the ratio of dynamic pressures

—

across the cascade and can be construed as indicative of the
ratio of the area blocked by seconda~ flow to the free area. “-
In addition, the aspect ratio 2.0 cascade differed from the
aspect ratio 1.0 cascade onIy in chord, while the aspect ratio 4.0
cascade differed from that of aspect ratio 1.0 only in span.

A decrease in chord is seen to result in an increase in tb~
ratio of the areas, while the increase in span results in a
decrease in the ratio of areas (@. 12). Furthermore, the dif-
ferences between the aspect ratio 2.0 and aspect ratio 1;0 “--- ““
cascades appear to increase somewhat with turning.

The growth of boundary-layer thickness has not yet been ~_~
considered. Inasmuch as the empirical constantt necessary ‘
in the computation of e could not be ewduated~ it was
impossible to compute the growth of 0 with any degree of
accuracy. It can be pointed out, however, that reference 7
shows, in general, an increase of e with e. On the other
hand? the dif%culty with which c is introduced into thd equa-
tions precludes any specuIat ion as to whether a decrease in
curvature of the st rea-ndines will decrease the generalized
boundary-Iayer momentum thickness. In fact, for any
given turning’ the dqmeased curvature of the streamlines
might conceivably result in an increase in e because of the

—.—

increase in flow-path Iength.
.=. ,

The problem of the secondary flow m the bouhla.ry layer on
the bounding walls of the guide vanes or cascades has been
treated in a somewhat qeneml manner. A more detaikd -- ‘“~
picture of the streamlines through the configuration (fig. 13] ‘ ~
shows that the strearnhmes nearest the presmre surfa~e for .“_.

conventional compressor blades are generally almost straight
and that those near the suet ion surface have the great est

——-.

curvature. Since the deflection in the boundary- Iiyer de- “‘-.—
pends on curvature arid is such, in most. cases, as to increase ___

m [z !4 16 18 20 22 24 28
Turmnq angle, deg

FIGURE12.-Dynamfc PIWSSUreratio as meass in mrious tunnd ~tfom tinted.
(Ffg. u of referenceU)

.
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the curvature of tho particle ptith in the boundary layer
over that in the free strwim, a rough qualitative speculation
may be made on bho direction of the flow in the boundary
layer, once the streamline paths are known. Close to the
pressure surface the boundary layer should show little
deflection from the direction of Lhc streamlines. , On thu
other hund, C1OSCto the suction surface tlw boundary-layer
dcdicction should be largest and should be dircctcd toward
the uctual blade surface. Bccauso of the presence of t.h
l)lade surface, the velocity perpendicular to this surface
mush vanish; that is, bw/Z)2 must bo such that, w+O along
any path adjacent to the ldado surface,

‘1’bus, whether Lhcouter or inner walI is considered (fig. 13),
~wj&<O next to the suction surface and Zlwjbz>O next to
the prewure surface.

inasmuch as the
fied (reference 7):

continuity equation must dso bc satis-

aw au al)
-—= —————U’C
?JZ ax i’)y

md since bw/& is gencrally quite small in boundary-layer
flows, with WO aL the walI, b@y must be large (of the same
order of magnitude as bw/&). These considerations imply
that the flow moves over the suction surface toward the
midspan of the blacle and over the pressuro surface toward
the walls. The order of magnitude of &o/& is expected to
be hwger near the suction surface than near the pressure
surfnce, bccauso of thu shape of the streamlines outside the
boundary Iaycr; larger radial flows of this type should there-
fore. occur in the boundary layer at the suction surface. As
a result of this change in direction and the friction acting
ovw both the wall and the blade surface, a large accumulation
of low-energy air may be cxpccwd in tlm corncns bcLween the
suet ion surfs.cc and bounding walls. h~o such accumulation
will occur ncm the pressure surface, because even if any large
deflections were prcsrmt C1OSCto this surface (as might happen
in high]y carnbcrcd blades), this deflection would, in general,
be tiway from the Made surface. Much experimental
evidence of these phenomena is available (for example,
~L2ft,rences5 and 12).

Because of small curvature of the st,reamlincw near t,hc
pressure surface and bmwuse of the physical presence of the
wall on t.hu suction, side of t.hc passage, the deflections near
Imth surfaces will be smulI (fig. 13), The largest boundary-
l~yer flow-angle deflections may therefore be expccLwl in the
midmgion of tho passage, fmd t.hesc will be so oriented as to
cause flow toward the suction surface.

Inasmuch as the losses should be at a minimum for any
given turning, the preceding discussion and figure 11 indicate
thtit, from the standpoint of sccondmy flows in the boundary
Iriyer, the product of strenmline curvature and generalized
boundary-layer momentum thickness must be kept 10W.

/ /’
x x“

Oufer WUII ht’ler Well

??1OURE19.-PIcture of flow nnd coordinate 9yatcms In guldc w.rm and cz!eadm in boundary
layw nc~ wall.

High values of COmay perhaps bc pmnissildc only uL very
low turning without cxccssive increase of secondary lmundury-
Iayer flows.

In general, dmign practice is to keep the curvntu’re as high
as possible so as to reduce the axial length; i[msrnuch us n
decrease in curvature may even resuh in tin increase of
boundary-layer thickness, the nlosL promising way of re-
ducing. the scccrndmy 10SSCSis appmcntly the rc(iuction of
bounda~-layer thickness through poaitivc mwms such M
suction.

Plow near tip in region of rotor.—A discussion of the
bounda@aym flow over thut part of the c~lsing which covers
the rotor blades cannot be rcduccd (:0such simple parunwtrrs
as those employed for tht? K@OII near th(! gUidC vain’s, m-m
though the previously introduced concept of meun-forru f!ow
is uttiized. Large chtingos in form pmmnetcrs me caused by
tip-clearance efkcts, which me altwvd by sped, wcigll t.
flow, and thu rtitiu of boumhwy-layer thickness to tip clcrw-
anco. .Furthcmnore, in the flow through the rotor it is un-
certain that the curvature of thu nmm-force flow strcarnlinc
retains its sign. For those reasons, only very qualit.ativc
conclusions are drawn herein. ,

The changes in profile parflmeters, G and g wcro attributed
to tip-cleamncc effects. These chungcs (at constant speed)
were such as to increase the w-velocity profile at}high weight
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‘dews and to decrease the u-velocity profile at low weight
flows. b increase in uwreloeity usually signifies an increase
in the secondary flows, which, for this case (as will be dis-
cussed later), means an increase in loss.. The effect of tip
vlwmnce on efficiency should therefore be most pronounced.
at high weight flows. Inasmuch as the mean-force profde
wws shown to be practically unaffected by tip-clearance dis-
turbances at low speeds, the effect of tip clearance on effi-
eimcy should, in general, decrease with decrease in speed.
The curves presented in @re 14, which were reproduced
from reference 4, support these conclusions.

If the reIative magnitude of the form factors (which are
important in the determination of the deflection e) is con-
sidered (see fig. 9), it becomes immediately apparent that
~–~0 for all cases in~estigated. According to the equa-
tions for ● given in reference 7, therefore, e wilI generally be
of opposite sign from the curvature, when U=(I (which is”
true on a nonrotating wall). Thus, the deflection of the
particle pat hs in the boundary layer is always such as to
increase its curvature over that of the mean-force flow stream-
line. If, however, the cur-rature of the mean-force flow
streamline changes sign, the deflection e, -which is obtained
by a procezs” of integration, will first decrease to zero mme-
what further downstream and later reverse sign as well.

The main purpose of the guide vanes for cormentiomd
subsonic comp-rs is to prerotate the flow, so as to prevent
compressibility effects near the tip of the first stage. As a
consequence of this prerotation and the turning given to the
streamlines by the rotor blades (see fig. 15), the mert~-force
flow streamline downstream of the rotor is curved a con-

I

Radial
clearance

I I 1, 4—,--

00 Im [40 /80
I I I I I 1s

AxIaJ air velocity fhrouqh cawpressor, m/see -”

~lOURE 14.-Effect of radisl Cku’mcs on mmprer Shsft efackncy. (Fig. 4 of referents 4.)

.

ziderable amount away from the axial direction. In view
of the discussion of c, vihich is measured tomu-d the &rection
of the stremdine, not only will c be large (because of large
turning and curvature), but also the act ual direction of the
flow in the boundary layer near the wall will be almost
tangential. Furthermore, because of the changes in sh~pe.
of the function g due to tip-clearance effects, the already
large w-docity (caused by large ~) will be even more
magnified. The flow in the boundary layer near the rotor
tips must therefore be ltirgeIy tangential. Because of the
deficiency of the axia~ velocity, the work done on the fluid
in the regions cannot be utiIiied. That the work is
actually done on the boundary-layer fiow near the rotor
tip is evidenced by the increase in the vahms of n. Some of
the energy added is utilized to improve the u-velocity profiIe,
some of it is absorbed to crest e the secondary motion, and--
the rest serves to heat up the flow and the compressor.
~ any event, because of the tmial velocity deficiency, little
of the energy added ever appears as useful work Conseq-
uently, the change in tly direction of the flow in the bound-
ary ~ayer, near the rotor tips, away from k.-.-tdresults in a 10SS.
It should be noted that this loss is not caused by a separation
from the WSH in the corrrentional sense where the gradient
(normtd to the wall) of the velocity in the boundary layer is
zero or negative at the viylI. The flow in the boundary
layer merely changes direction so that the axial-velocity
pro61e is separated, but the u- and u~velocit~ proties sho~~
no separation whatsoever. It is shown in appendi.. C that
the condition for an a.xial-velocity separation is a=@i-I-P,
regardles of the shape of the u-velocity profle. In fig-
ure 16 (a) the arial- and tangential-velocity profiks are shown

.
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for G= (y/i$)’iQ,g= (1 –y/b)s, 13= –60°, and a=30°. This is
the case for which the gradient (perpendicular to the wall)
of the. axial velocity is zero at the wall. Wlen a is further
increased ta 40° (fig. 16 (b)), a definite reversal of axiaI
velocity near the walI may be noted. similar observations
about the t.hreedimensiomd boundary-layer flow are made
in reference 13, where it is noted that a separated chord-
wise profile does not necessarily mark the hcginning of tho
turbulent wake for a yawed wing.

When t.hc curvature of the streamlines outside tJle bound-
ary layer changes sign, as is usually tho case in the next
stator row, the value of c drops (and possibly also reverses
sign) and causes an improvement in the ~~ial-velocity pro-
file, A similar dccrcase in the value of c can be seen from
measurements taken at station 111, where the value of #
has decreased (in the absoIute sense) from that at station II
because of the convergence of the passage. As may “be
ascmtainwl from table 1, the value of e parallels the trend
of t?.

From this discussion, it is possibIe LOconstruct the picture
of boundary-layer flow near the tip through an axial-flow
compressor. The direc~ion of the sLreamIine outside the
boundary Iayer oscilkttes about the direction of the mean
absolute velocity and successively assumes the wducs of the

/.0

.8

.6

,4

.2

0

1.0

8

.6

,G 0 ./ .2 .3 .4. .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 [0

(d a-.W.
(b) a-4W.

l%WJRE 16.—AxM-and tRngentlRkelm?it y proflhs. G- (u/d)W;U- (1-u/~)s; p=+.

absolute irdet and absohlte k~it velocities. ‘he d dhwt,ion
e oscillates about the direction of the oscillating streamline
in such a way that Ia.rge flows iu the ttingential direction arv
caused in each r&.or row, but an imprcmment in (Iw axial-
veIocity pro fiIes is caused in the stator rows.

The Iarge tangential flows in Lhc rotm rows arc caused
primarily by the fact that the absoIute turning in the rotm~
is toward the tangential direction and also by the tip-
clermance effects and the. initial prerot,ation due to the guidr
vanes, which impart high absoIutc irdet tiir angles.

For secondary boundary-layer flow on the walIa, both the
magnitude of the absolute turning and the dirccLion of the
mean absoluto velocity IMve been shown to be important
parameters. In addition, it appcam from the equations of
referenti 7 that thti boundary-layer thickness plays a role
simflar to that in the flow through the guido vanes, Th(:
exact mature of the variations in 0 may not as yet bc tisccr-
tained, but it is conceivable Lhat the vti.hle of O may rmnain
surprisingly smaII even af t,cr, quite a few cnmprwor stages,
because of the oscillation of e and the em!rgy addition in thl~
rotors. LucaIIy, however, the boundary-layer thickness muy
“increase in some blade rows m-l dccreasc in othcre.

When the velocity w is considered in the relative sense in
the rotor row (see fig. 8), it becomes apparent t.huL this
veIocity is dircctcd from the suction side of one blade to the
pressure side of the adjacent blade. Furt.hermorc, the rchi-
tive mabqitude is”somewhat smaller than the absolute mag-
nitude.. & a consequence of this fact and in conjunction
with th tip clearaqce, the changes in o-veIocity should not
be as pronounced as in the guido vane case; more important,
the u-yelogity should now I.N positive (dirccLed towtird the
hub) OR tho pressure surface, but negative (directed toward
the tip) on the suction surface. The traces of l.mmdary-
layer floti near the tip obtained in refercncc 14 show a very
amaII deflection toward the hub on the prt!ssu rc surface of
the bhid& and no deflection on the suction surface. IL
should be noted here that all t&se considerations apply only
in the absence of shrouding over the rotor blades. For
shrpudcd blades, as in reference 2, the streamlines outside
the bo~dary Iaycr must be considered in the relative sense
,(becau~e the shroud rotates with thti MM.Ics); the results
obtained are similar to those for the guide vanes. h7em the
tip a deflection would occur on the suction surface of the
blade, &d practically no deflection would occur on the pres-
sure surface. These resuIts agree with thsc of refcrenco 2.

Flow n,ear hub (unshrouded stators),—hasmuch as the
velocity profiIes on the hub were no Lmeasured, this discussion
can poiit out only the basic similarities and differences ‘M
they follow from the theory presented in reference 7. l?r-
cause b&mdary-Iayer velocities me always taken rch-d.ivo to
the surface over which the flow is pa9sing, near the hub tho
whoIc coordinate system will rotate with the hub. Thus, ho
components of a will not be zero. It has been shown (refer-
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ence 7) for such cases that the change in pressure through
the boundary layer is of the order of magnitude of the
boundary-layer thickn-. For thick boundary Ia-ye&, the
pressure change may be considerable and neglect of the
~quation of motion in the ydirection may not be justified.
Should actual measurements show that. ignoring this equation
k justified! the streamlines outside the boupdary layer
(known usually as relative) must be considered (see fig. 15).
These streamlhws will curve away from the axial direction
through the stators and toward the axial direction through
the rotors: in the notation of figure 15, the curvature will be
positive through the rotors and negative through the stators.
In the notation of the same fi@re, UB=—W sin ~, where Y is
the angle of inchnat ion of the surface, (see fig. 15). Accord-
ing to the equations for c, the effect of u~ is to offset to some
extent the negative cur-mture obtained in the stators. Large
values of 7 shouId then be advantageous from a boundary-
layer standpoint. On the other hand, the tip-clearanre
effects in the stators w-ill be similar to those near the tips of
thu rotors. Aa a consequence, larger losses m~y, in general,
he expected through the stators.

The flow through the rotor row will resemble tha~ previ-
ously discussed through the static cascade: large flows
toward the tip on the suction side and littIe change in direc-
tion on the pressure side of the blade. Experimental eti-
dence may again be found in traces of boundary-layer flow,
as presented in references 2 and 14.

In the problem of Ioss reduction, aside from positive con-
t ml of boundary-layer thickness e, it may be possible to
twhieve some success through the control of ab&lute turning
tind of absolute mean-velocity direction. In later stages,
where the compressibility effects are not great, changimg the
direction of the absolute mean velocity near the tip and the
relative mean veIocity near the hub toward axial may permit
increased turning and reduce the secondary boundary-layer
losses. From preliminary considerations, it appears that this
end may be achieved by an increased turning near the bIade
roots (tip end of statom and hub end of rotors). An improve-
ment should thereby be effected not only with respect to
secondary flows in the txmndary layer but also in strengtheni-
ng the. blades. Iiowe~er, a more careful evaluation of other
design variables shouId be made before any such changes are
actualIy attemptd.

SUhlM.ARY OF RESULTS

The foIlov@ results were obtained from experimentally
chtained -ielocity proties in the boundary Iayer on the vds
of ‘an axial-flow compressor and from a qualitative analysis
of the boundary-layer chamcteristics on the walls of the
compre=o~

1. The profiIes do-t.ream of the guide -rues near the
tip were very similar to those obtained in an ordinary curved
duct and were practicably unaffected by the rotation of the
rotor blades.

2. The velocity profiles downstream of the rotor indicated
that the rotor aids energy to the boundary Iayer.

3. 1%-ivs due to a filte tip clearance for compressor rotor
blades had an adverse effect on the boundary-layer profiles.
The effects of t ip-clearmme flows on the secondary flow in
the boundary Iayer were” most pronounced at high weight
flows pt high speeds.

4. The secondary Iosses in guide wines and cascades gener- .
ally were concentrated near the suction surface of the blades.
In other configurations; it is important to consider whether
t-he surface over which the boundary layer is flowing rotates
integrally with the bIades.

-.

5. The Iosses near the tip of the rotor bIades and near the
hub of the stator bIades occur because of the predominantly
tangential direction of the boundary-Iayer flow near the “”-
walls.

6. The prdiminary considerations indicate that a large
angle of idnation of the hub surface with respect to the
tmis of the compressor (large hub taper) is favorable from the
standpoint of secondary boun&my-Iayer flow on the hub.

CONCLUS1ONS

“The following conchrsions can be drawn from the inves-
tigateion:

1. The veIocity profles ‘m the boundary layer show a
defite affinity when’ resolved into components along the
direction of the fiow outside the boundary Iayer and perpen- “
dicuIar to it. The generalizing parameters are the boundary-.
layer thickness and the limiting deflecticm at the w&~.

2. The impoqt ant parameters concerning the secondary
flow in the boundary Iayers are turnhg and ce, where c is
the curvature of the stre~mliie outside the boundary layer
and e is the generalized moment urn tN1clmess of the wall’-
boundary Iayer. For the range of cO in which guide vanes
and cascades usually operate, the dependence of the second-
ary How on ce is pract icalIy Iiiear, and turning acts to deter- .
mine the slope of the cur-res. .-. .—_

3. Two types of separation may e.xiat in a threedimen-
sionrd bounckmy layer. One is the conventional sepamt ion
where all velocity components are separated, and the second
is the directional separation where one veIocity component
is separated but the others are not. Because of the direc-
tional separation, the a.tial-veIocity profile on the compressor
walls may be separated in spite of the fact that @ flow has
not parted with the surface.

4. Although additional experimental data are necessary’
to iknpro~e and extend the analys’k, many phenomena
observed in compressors appear to be accounted for qurdi~
tati-rely by the method of ana&s presented herein.

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSIONLABORATORY
N.tmoN.4L ADv-rsoEY GOMM~EE liOR

CLEVELAND,‘OHIO,June 7, 1961.
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APPENDIX A,

COMPUTATION OF e FOR SPECIAL CASES

The components of vorticity (reference 7) are:

)

*
~=(&$.

1;,. [&&’+”~]r=—

Bcc.ausc of the assumptions of order of magnitude, ~ and

av
G are neglected in hmdary-Iayer flows when compared

h aw
with- and —} respectively.

ap ay
These expressions for vorticity

thus reduce to:

~=g .-. .- . . . . .

_au
~–~

But by definition,

,=lii~

Fj
thus,

The folIowing equations from reference 7 are used to
compute c:

(A2)
~ubsLiLuLing equation (AI) into equation (Az) gives

(A3)

This equa~ion is solved for two special cases:

C.seAa-If au~=0, c =constant, and w,=O, equation (A3)

red uces to:

%+0.01255(l+K+) ;=&: c (A4)

the solution of which is:

s%(x) dzcE(z)= Constant+ ~~ c ~ (A5)—

where

[~ ( K+7)EI ‘A’)
E(z)=ezp O 01255 1+

and the boundary condition is at x= O, ~= O, and 0=0

Thus, the constant in equation (A5) is zero.

Equation

and

If it is

K–J=2.8,

,“.

(AI) is again used to cvaluat,c equation (A6),

~=0:01569 (A7)

‘(’+&)~(~)= q~)=e~

‘ow ‘oted ‘h’” wl+K%)=’oo b’”
equation (A5) becomes:

J

2C’—— —
‘= 2.8e o

edx (.48)

and when equation (A7) is substi tuhxl,
; -.

(

eo~~—— +1)
e = :.: eo/x+o,015G9 .

(A9n)

‘b d, at x=O, PaInasmuch as C=Z an =0, by definition

equation (A9a) may also be written

Case B,—If c=constant, wP=O, and O=constant (mc~n
value) but U.= U “COSp, then equation (A6) (~~ich is not
restricted to the limitations of case A) bccomcs:

‘(z’=E’(’)=exp(OO1’l:)

The solution of equation (A3 ) is now:

This equation can be in t.cgrated in closed form if it is
recalled that 11= 1.0 and p =CX:

(-)-& --- co1+0.0171 ‘a]~p
Ctl ; 0.0171,

(All)

0.0171 co

The value of .@ at which e is a maximum is fouud from
equation (.41 1) by differentiation, and so forth, to tw:

(ce),m==o.0171 Q (A12)

The values of ~mmcan now also be found:

(A13)
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APPENDIX B
SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report.:
c’
c
ezp
G,g

lY,J,KIL

m
n
R
Re
[1

M,c,w

iT-

H’m.

Z,y,z

a

6

‘Y

rotor chord
curvature of z-aus, dP@x
exponential, [erp(z) = d
functions describing boundary-layer velocity

profile
quantities describing reIations among various

charactetit ic loss thicknesses in boundary
layer

exponent in expression for g
reciprocal of exponent in expression for G
Reynolds number based on f?.,&U/P
Reynolds number based on rotor chord, Clr/9
velocity outside boundary layer along streamline

of pote:tial flow (rdative to wall over which
flow takes place)

time-averaged velocities in curvilinear coordinate
system @eIative to wall over which flow takes
piac~j

weight flow
weight flow at maximum efficiency
orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system with r

along streandine of potential flow and y per-
pendicular to walI over which flow takes place

buundtq-layer deflection angle measured from
direction of resultant skin-friction streea to
direction of flow outside boundary layer

a%ole between &al direction and tangent. to

z-axis (angle between axhd direction and
stretmdine outside bounda~ layer)

angle between tangent to hub surface and axis

8
L?=*

8.*

.5

e

i?=

8.

e=

P

E,r

l-~

?, 11,111

boundary-layer thickness
displacement thickness in z-direction,

J
displacement thickness in z-direction, $ ~6wdy. . .
measure of bounda~-Iayer deflection near wall,

tan a
generalized boundary-layer momentum-lo~ ;.. ”

thickness, $.R’f4
.

momentum thickness in x-direction of flow in
1

J‘&ectiOn’ P o
5(U-u)udy

momentum thickne=. in zdirection of flow in
1

J

8 ,,
z-direction, ~, ~. w-dy

momentum thickness in zdirect ion of flow in. ..—

~ j;(Gu)wdyxdirection, ~

kinematic viscosity .——
components of vorticity vector in z- and z-

directions, respect ively -—
shear stress at vraU
angular velocity
measuring stations

Subscripts:

a in axiaI direction
max ma.timurn
o initial value
r reIative to bIade
t in tangential direction

of compressor I?/ in ydirection

APPENDIX C

CONDITIONS WHEN MIIAL-VELOCITY PROFILE BECOMES SEPARATED

The e..ression for &al velocity is: I thus

—

U==u Cospi--lo sin B
%l,.O=$l,.O

(COSfl+i sin 11)=0

In order to find the separation point it. is necessary to
investigate the conditiom u.mler which the axia.I veIocity
becomes tangential to the y-axis at the surface:

%Iyd=%lr=ocos’+%l”.osh’=”

But by defiition

This equation is obviously satisfied, regardless of the value
of du

1G f.,
~ when

I and the flow near

++ i3 ,

the wall is tangential.

dw 1“

dy I
.
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TABLE I-SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

.
/ symbol

“ +l$M

w VV+. ODO D
— ——

Des@8PeEd,PSrat 100 m lm b.. “ 100 Im al m
—

Correctea1W@t flow,2b/see s. 9 til.6 3s.s
~a~ ‘a”5

41.7 85.7 2S.6

Effiekney k 790 11.8M 0.?E3 o.p6 0.88S 0.833 ‘ 0.S78 O.W

i3pMcr thiclmas3, In. .0 0 0 }4”– M)400

Station I

Station II

Stat[on III

U,fusecl ml 4s61 ml liml 4ml 3541 ml 2471
a, deg S.6 &8 14.!3 Id 4 “. . 16.0 19.2 8.6 9,0

● a 115 O.udl . a!tsl a%t” o.2a7 0.s49 a“149 aom
e, tn. o.ml a 164 ala” a ~E amo 0.344 am o. las “

ReX M+ 60.0 62.6 87.7 69.6: all 4ao us =6— —
a, in. a tuo am L32C e.* mmo L in o. ms a 793- —

6, dw 4L 9 63.4 m.1 4i 6. 61.4 taa 4L 6 63.E

U, IVsec 689 ml 669” ~ ‘ 67s -F 412 304 ‘““”
— - . . . —

a, deg IL 6 14.4 WO 16, ” I&I Mls 13.I 14.6

# am am “o.467 ah o.%9 o.m o.m am
e, tn. 0.204 a 371 0.em 0.5$4 0.358 0.86!4 o. ax 0.201

ReXIO+ I 751 t SL6 I 7S.0 ] n:I””l 79.7 I 7+.7 I 4S.0 t M.U !— -
& Jn. 0.024 1.16 o.w o.W O.sm L39 . . . . . . . . . .

- P, deg
-

87.8 4h 7 67.s %?.. 47.0 2$ I . . . . . . ..-.

u,ft/seo 724 m s12 7J1 W 656 .. . . . -...
. —

a, dag . 7.0 ~o ia7 al 8.1 I&o ...-. -----

e o.126 O.lk a 243 0.1{2 a M3 a.& “:.. . . . .. . . .
e, h‘ 0.941 0.sol Q436 0.+, o.m 1.2s5 .. . . . -----

RO(10+ S4.o 83.2 “7a2 82.,6 .9a 1 79.4 . . . . , . . . . .
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